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The New York Art Residency & Studios (NARS) Foundation is pleased to present the opening of Through the Vortex, a 

group exhibition featuring the work of Shannon Beal, Nicola Ginzel, Natalie Moore, Tempest NeuCollins, and 

Ellen Schneiderman. Defined as a region of fluid where the flow spins around an invisible axis, a vortex is a massive 

force of transformation. Far beyond our strength, it sweeps up and changes all that it touches. The show 

investigates the root and result of the ability to alter our everyday existence, as though through the force of a vortex. 

 

These five artists highlight the modified state of realities through the manipulation and elevation of their 

materials. Shannon Beal examines the idealized reality of webcams and their occupants through the internet-viewer's 

window. Nicola Ginzel’s work embraces the ephemeral bits of everyday trash, and molds them into precious objects. 

Natalie Moore seeks fluid forms within the structure of steel mesh, imbibing them with a new existence. Tempest 

NeuCollins takes the landscape and develops it through her memories and relationships. Ellen Schneiderman forms her 

mounds by slowly and steadily building panels from paper, and discovers paintings emerging from the inside out. 

  

Though their process may differ, the altered resulting product remains the same. Carving its way through the ether, the 

vortex will not be stopped. 

 

NARS Foundation 

201 46th Street, 4th Floor, Brooklyn, NY 11220 

 

Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday: 12-5pm and by appointment 
 

The New York Art Residency and Studios (NARS) Foundation is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit arts organization committed to supporting artists and 

curators on an international level as well as engaging the local community in Brooklyn and the Greater New York area. NARS provides an array of 
creative support services and professional development opportunities for emerging and mid-career artists through short-term integrated residency 

programs, affordable long-term studio spaces, progressive exhibition programs, and engaging public programs. These services operate in 

conjunction with our education and community outreach initiatives. Our mission is to present diverse platforms on which to nurture creative 

inspiration and innovative cross-pollination of ideas. 
 

For further information, please contact us at www.narsfoundation.org / info@narsfoundation.org / 718-768-2765. 
 
 

 
 

 

NARS programs are made possible in part through the generous support from Con Edison and with public funds from the New York State 

Council on the Arts, administrated by the Brooklyn Arts Council. 

http://www.narsfoundation.org/

